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F. Quinn has recently proven a Brauer induction theorem for K, of cer- 
tain infinite groups [9]. F. T. Farrell points out [3] that the theorem does 
not extend to more general coefficient rings. Arguments of Formanek have 
lead to such an extension on the level of trace functions, which requires an 
Artin exponent [S]. We begin by analyzing the structure of a Noetherian 
ring U graded by a virtually polycyclic group r, and with units in all 
degrees. For each such U and I’ and each finite H c f, denote by U, the 
subring of U supported on H. 
Then we prove surjectivity of the induction map: 
THEOREM 1. 
0 GdU,) - G&U,). (1) 
HCI- 
The treatment of torsion is based on Farrell and Hsiang’s idea (e.g., 
[3,9]) of approximating the K-groups of a crystallographic group ring by 
a coefficient system of K-groups on a torus. For instance, in the special case 
that U is the group algebra over Q of a subgroup of finite index in Z” x1 S, 
acting in the obvious way on Iw”, the K-groups of the ring R:q[G] con- 
structed in Section 3 will be sums of the vertex groups of such a coefficient 
system. Theorem 1 was announced in [S]. In case U is a group algebra 
over Q, (1) follows from [9]. The proof here uses Quillen’s [S] where our 
previous formulation, for trace functions, uses an elementary argument 
about graded rings. 
The immediate consequences of (1) are two extensions of the well-known 
work of Brown and Farkas and Snider on zero-divisors [ 1, 2, 71, Rosset’s 
conjecture [6], and the Goldie rank conjecture, in the unsolved prime 
characteristic case. 
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In [4] these arguments will be used to extend the statement of the 
Goldie rank conjecture to solvable groups, and to prove the zero-divisor 
conjecture for solvable groups. 
1. THE FINITE SUBGROUPS OF r 
In the proof we may assume r is virtually abelian, as every polycyclic by 
finite r has a composition series with virtually abelian quotients. 
Let us examine the structure of a particular type of virtually abelian 
group. Suppose r is virtually abelian and finitely generated. Write 
O-+M+r-+G-+l (2) 
exactly where A4 is a finitely generated ZG-module with no Z-torsion and 
G is a finite group. Suppose that 
where S is a free G-set. Equation (3) is the same as the condition that there 
exists an exact sequence 
O+M+Z[S]+E+O (4) 
for some ZG-module E with finitely many elements. 
Then the long exact cohomology sequence of (4) gives an isomorphism 
... +OH’(G, E)A H2(G,M)+0... . 
Say i E H2(G, M) is the class of the extension (4), and suppose 
Here we are taking e to be a normalized cocycle. 
Say E= {e,, ez, . . . . e,}. Define a G-action on (1,2, . . . . n} by the formula 
e,(i) = gf?i + e(g). (5) 
The cocycle condition 
e(d) = W) + e(g) 
ensures that (5) defines a G-action. Conversely, one can reconstruct r from 
the module extension (4) and this G-action on (the subscripts of) the 
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elements of E = (e,, . . . . e,}. One simply uses (5) to define the cocycle e and 
sets 
Our first observation is 
LEMMA 2. Let H c G. Then H is the image of a finite subgroup of r if 
and only $for some itz { 1, . . . . n} 
HcGi. 
Proof Now, H is the image of such a finite subgroup if and only if the 
class 
[res$( -e)] = ‘--res$[e] E H2(H, M) 
is equal to 0. This is because 
6, resz[e] = res$ bc[e] = resg(i), 
where 6, is the isomorphism in the long exact sequence 
... -+ H’(H, E) + H2(H, M)+ ... . 
To say that [res$( -e)] =0 is the same as saying that for some 
iE { 1, . . . . n} there is an e,E E such that 
-4s) = a(ej)(g) 
= gei - ei for all g E H. 
For this choice of i, this is equivalent to 
egci) = gei + e(g) = ei, geff 
or 
The first application of formula (11) below will be to explicitly describe a 
subgroup Ki c r mapping isomorphically to each Gi c G. Choose a 
DE Z2(E, W 
symmetric and normalized such that 
CBI E H2(E, M) 
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is the class of the extension (4). We then have 
H[S] EMX~ E, 
so (m, e)(m’, e’) = (m + m’+ b(e, e’), e + e’), and we may define a 
derivation 
r: G + Funct(E, M) 
g(m, e) = (“m + r(g)(e), “e). 
r and /I are related by 
gB(e, e’) + r(g)(e + e’) = Ptge, ge’) + r(g)(e) + r( g)(e’). (6) 
Let us record the rules that describe the cocycle condition on /I and the 
fact that r is a derivation 
B(b, c) - P(a + b, c) + J?(a, b + c) -@(a, 6) = 0 
@h)(e) = gr(h)(e) + rk)(“e). 
(7) 
Recall also that /I? is normalized and symmetric. For 
i, jE (1, . . . . n}, gEG, mcM 
define 
46 i, 8) = -r(g)(ej) + B(ei, e(g) - ei) - B(“ej, e(g) - ei) (8) 
d(m, i, j)= (m-s(i, j, l), e,-e,)EMx BE~ Z[S]. (9) 
Finally, write a(P) = a where e is e followed by the inclusion E c M x BE, so 
[a] = 5. One calculates 
ah, $1 = g&?) - 4gg’) + e(g) 
= rkM4g’)) + B(g4g’), e(g)) E hf. 
Some formal consequences (proofs omitted) of (5)-( 10) are 
s(@i, hi, g) + gs(hi, i, h) = s(ghi, i, gh) + a(g, h) 
s(i, j, l)+s(j, k, l)=s(i, k, l)+P(ek-ej,ej-ei) 
s(gi, i, g)+gs(j,gj, g-‘)+a(g, g-‘)-s(gi,gj, 1) 
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For each in { 1, . . . . n> let 
Equation (11) shows that this a subgroup, and it clearly maps 
isomorphically onto Gi. 
2. THE GRADING ON M, U 
For each (m, g) E M x; G = r, let (m, g) also denote a choice of 
homogeneous unit of U of degree (m, g). Then 
(Ml> gl)(%Y gJ=Y((ml? g,), (m,, g*))~(~l+g’~,+4gl? g*), g,g,) 
(14) 
for some unit y((m,, g,), (WI,, gZ))E Ur. For 1 <i,j<n let e,~kf,,U be the 
i, jth matrix unit. 
For each g E G, let 
By (11) for g, g’EG 
beg) @(g’) = vl(g, g’). Il/(gg’) 
for 
(15) 
dg, g’) = y(Mgg’k g’k g), g), (S(“‘k i, g’), $1) eggyijggf(i). 
i=l 
It follows that each +(g) is a unit, and the function 
v: G + Aut M,( ZJ,) 
defined by 
“‘“‘(x)=lj(g)-x.l)(g)-l (16) 
descends to a homomorphism modulo conjugations by units. 
By construction the e(g) are linearly independent over M,( U,), so the 
cocycle q and the function v describe a twisted group algebra 
Mn(U,): 1’4 
’ In this notation a denotes the cocycle of (G, M) and 1: G + Aut,(M) describes the 
G-module structure on M, in the twisted Cartesian product Mx: G. 
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isomorphic to M,(U). For u E U, homogeneous of degree m and 1 <i, 
j< n, define 
deg( ue,) = d(m, i, j). 
THEOREM 3. Writing R = M,(U,), this rule defines a G-equivariant 
Z [ S-J-grading on R. 
Proof. Equation (12) implies that 
d(m, i, j) + d(w, j, k) = d(m + w, i, k) 
so if t E U, of degree w, 
deg(ueV) + deg(tejk) = deg(ute,). 
BY (13), (15), and (16), 
deguCg’( ue,) = gdeg( ue,) for gEG. 1 
3. THE NATURAL ISOMORPHISM 
For any sub-G-module JC Z[S] we may form the subring 
R./Z’4 = RZCGI. 
We may suppose { 1, . . . . r} c { 1, . . . . n} is a system of orbit representatives 
for the G-action. For 1 < j < r write 
tjj = prj” resgj(q) 
vi= prjoresg,(v) 
where prj: RO N U;; + U,, is the jth projection. Each 
uo i$CGjl 
is embeddable in ROz[G] under the map sending U, to thejth factor of R,. 




W$Gl = + u,. 
y = (l_,, 0, 0, . . . . 0) E RO, 
r entries 
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the isomorphisms above furnish RO z[G] .y and y . RO z[G] with the 
structure of right and left U, x ... x U,-modules, respectively, and the 
isomorphisms 
and 
&,:CGl = &:CGl .Y .&:CGl 
~R,~CGlyO..,.......yR,~CGl 
y.R,;[G] .y= n U,$GJ N UK,x ... x U, 
j=l 
imply that the functors 
(Y.-l and (&I(CGl ~@uK,x xuKr-) 
induce inverse equivalences of categories 
R,z[G]-mods UK,x ... x UK,-mod. 
Write 
yj = (0, . ..) 1 ) 0, . ..) 0) E R,. 
t 
ith place 
Under the identification R;[G] = M, U, we have 
yi = e,. 
LEMMA 4. The diagram below commutes up to a natural isomorphism. 
b,.-1, r 
R,;[G] -mod N + n (u,-mod) 







s;= I (UC%/,) 
U-mod 
(et1 .-I 
Proof. Let us study the functor 
j=l 
Since for any U-module N, any j, 
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we have 
6 UQ", yj. - 
i=l 
-0, ell .RiJCGI .YjOu,(Yj. -1 
j=l 
= e11 %CGI.YOUK,~ . ..xuK.(~. -) 
= e11 .4XGI O~,~dbWl .Y Ou,, x x u,q, Y. -1. 
and the part in parentheses is naturally isomorphic to the identity. 1 
4. THE RESOLUTION 
For each element s E S c Z[S] and each i, j E ( 1,2, . . . . n}, there is an 
element of the form 
ueiiEM,U 
of degree S, such that u is a homogeneous unit of U,: One writes 
s=(m,e)EMxPE, 
chooses j such that 
ej = e + ei, 
and chooses u E U to be a homogeneous unit of degree 
s( i, j, 1) + m. 
Then the definition of d( , , ) shows that 
d(m, i, j) = s. 
DEFINITION. An element x of R is primitive if 
1. x = ueq for a homogeneous unit of U,,,, 
2. deg(x) E S. 
DEFINITION. An element x of R is degenerate if 1 holds and deg(x) = 0. 
Let R+ = RNCs, be the part of R supported on N [S] c Z[S]. 
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THEOREM 5. Let A4 be an arbitrary R+ ;[G]-module. Then A4 has a 
resolution by modules of the form 
which has length n. 
Proof For j > 0 let 
be the U,-submodule generated by the 
satisfying l-5 below. Here the U,-module structures come from restriction 
along 
1. For 1~ i < j, xi is a product of primitives. 
2. x0 is either degenerate or a product of primitives. 
3. xj+ r is degenerate. 
4. x,x2 1. . xi is a product of primitives of distinct degrees if j >, 1. 
5. x()x1 ..*xj+l#O. 
Note that Rz[G] acts on each Cj by 
g-x00 . . . Qxj+lm=“(g)xoQ ...~“(g)x~+~.~(g~.m 
Property 4 implies that C,, r = 0. 
For 1 $j define 
d,: Cj-+Cj-, and aj: Cj-1~ ej 
by 
dj(xo 8 *** QXj,, m)= i (-l)‘xoQ ... Qx*x*+1Q se+ @xj,,m 
t=o 
and 
aj(Xo 0 ... @xjm)= 
Q, xl degenerate 
xbQx,“Qx,Q .a- @xjm; otherwise, 
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where xb, xi satisfy 
each is a product of primitives, and x6 is chosen of maximal degree such 
that 
x6x1x2 . . . xj 
is a product of primitives of distinct degrees. Also define 
bj-:Cj+Cjp, 
by 
bj(x,Ox,O ... Oxj+lm) 
=x,0x,@ ... @xjxj+,m, 
and define cj = ( - 1 y” ‘. One then has 
db-bd=cbb 
cb + bc = ca + ac = 0 
ab-ba=c(l -da-ad) 
as maps C + C, with the convention a, = b, = do = 0. Since ab is locally 
nilpotent, 1 -cab is a unit. Let 
H= (1 -cab)-’ a. 
If there were any x E C with x # dHx + Hdx, homogeneous of degree 2 1, 
then there would be such an x with 
(1 -dH- Hd) bax=O. 
Since H = a + cHba, 
dHx = dax - cdHbax 
=dax-c(l-Hd)bax 
= dax - cbax + c( 1 - cab) - ’ adbax. 
Using this identity, (1 - cab)( 1 - dH - Hd)x simplifies to 
((l-ad-da)-c(ab-ba))x+ca(cbb-db+bd)ax=O+O=O, 
contradicting the choice of x. Therefore no such x exists and dH + Hd = 1 
in positive degree. 
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Therefore C is a resolution of M. 
It remains to show that each C, is induced from R,;[G]. This is the 
same as showing that the underlying R+-module is induced from R,, 
which is obvious because x0 ranges freely over an R,-module generating set 
of R+. m 
COROLLARY 6. Any U-module M has a length n resolution by modules of 
the form 
ProoJ: In view of Lemma 4, it suffices to show that any Rz[G] module 
it4 has a length n resolution by modules of the form 
Note that up to units of UO, there is a unique homogeneous unit w E R 
such that 
deg(w)= 1 SEZ[S]. 
3e.s 
The inclusion R + ;[G] c R;[G] can be viewed as the Ore localization at 
the multiplicatively closed subset generated by w and the units of R+;[G]. 
Therefore any such M takes the form 
for some module M +. Applying Theorem 5 to M + and applying the 
functor R:[G] ORfzCG,- to the resulting resolution of M+ yields the 
desired resolution of M. 1 
At this point, note that, for the purpose of proving Theorem 1, the 
hypothesis (4) on the ZG-module M can be ignored. Thus, suppose r is 
instead an arbitrary finitely generated abelian group. One still has 
for some finitely generated ZG-module M with no Z-torsion. Now, choose 
a finitely generated QG-module N’ such that 
(MO,Q)ON’rQ[S] 
for some finite G-set S. Of course, this can be done since finitely generated 
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QG-modules are projective. Also, since - 0, Q commutes with pullbacks, 
letting N = N’ n Z[ S], we have 
(M@N)O, Q E Q[S]. 
Letting r act on N via G, we have 
O+M@N+NxI-+G-1. 
Choose a basis T,, . . . . T, for N, and replace U with the ring u’ = 1, 
U’= U[T,, T,‘, . . . . T,., T;‘], 
where the Ti commute with U,, and otherwise the group N of monomials 
in the Ti and Tly l is preserved under conjugation by all units of U. 
Moreover, the resulting f-action on N is to be taken to be the one agreeing 
with the given structure of N as a r-module. 
One can now identify U with the subring L&c V:, x1 r. The groups r 
and N >a r share the same finite subgroups, and for each such finite sub- 
group H, the inclusion of V;, in u’, followed by the retraction of u’ onto U 
in which each Tj maps to 1, equals the inclusion of UH in U. 
Now, suppose we have proven Theorem 1 for groups such as N xl r. 
Then we will have 
0 G,(U,)= 0 G,(G) - WU’h 
HCI- HcNxI- 
and in view of the remarks above, the following lemma will imply that 
Theorem 1 holds as well for U. 
LEMMA I. The commutative diagram 
induces a commutative diagram 
Wu’) 
Gd u) = b G,(U); 
in particular, the map G,( U’) -+ G,(U) is surjective. 
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A proof of Lemma 7 is contained in a manuscript by Farkas and 
Linnell, currently in preprint form. Put simply, one sets $,[X] = 
C; (- l)‘[Tory( U, M)], and checks qj* i, = identity. 
Now, we would be done if the UK,-modules Nj supplied by Corollary 6 
happened to be finitely generated. In general they are not, of course; 
however, if one chooses M to be an R + %[G]-module whose underlying 
R,:[G]-module happens to be projective, the construction of Theorem 5 
yields a finite projective resolution of A4. In particular R,;[G] has finite 
Tor dimension over R+z[G]. As R+:[G] is projective over R,;[G] and 
Noetherian, after one grades 
R+XGl 
by total degree Quillen’s [8] Theorem 7 shows that the inclusion 
RoXGl cR+:CGl 
in fact induces an isomorphism on G,,. As the inclusion R+ ;[G] c R;[ G] 
is an Ore localization, it induces a surjective map on Go. Therefore the 
composite R, ;[G] c R:[G] induces a surjection. But Lemma 4 implies 
that 
Gd&Y-~l) - G,(W-GI) 
I 
?I ?I 
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